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History of the golden 
retriever! 

Golden retrievers originally started out in The 19th 
century  and over time had made its way into the 
United States of America. Around the 1920s Golden 
retrievers started to appear in dog shows and gain 
more popularity and then started to make a name for 
themselves that made them valued family companions. 
And we're also known for hunting companions. Early 
golden retrievers began as a dark cold and ranged to a 
copper gold. 



Personality and features 
Golden retrievers are large dogs with very pointy ears and there tails are 
very thick and fluffy. Golden retrievers are known for there beauty. They 
are kind dogs with gorgeous  dark eyes. And of corse the wagging tail. 
Golden retrievers are very gentle and kind and extremely loving. Golden 
retrievers are loyal and outgoing and they are certainly the greatest 
companion an owner could ask for. Golden retrievers are very obedient 
dogs and are never lazy. Golden retrievers strive incredibly hard to 
please there owner  at all cost and wont let you down. The golden 
retriever enjoys the presents of children and are very social and get a 
long with nearby strangers. And they are very active and love to play 
games! The golden retrievers are not the best watch dogs because 
whenever a stranger passes by they will most likely bark however there 
just saying" hello" cause there so friendly! 



Abilities 
Golden retrievers are incredible swimmers and enjoy a nice game 
of fetch in the lake. Golden retrievers also have a good sense of 
smell and excellent tracking ability a that's why they can be put 
on squads and search and rescue teams! Also it's been known 
that golden retrievers can be great therapy dogs. They are such 
great dogs that did you know they are the third most popular 
dogs in America. What's interesting is that president ford and 
Reagan both had golden retrievers while in the office. They 
protect other house animals even cats this is a very kind act from 
the fantastic golden retriever. Golden retrievers are easy to train 
that's why they actually star in movies many times! 



Memories and encounters 
with the golden retriever 

I myself have seen golden retrievers many times. Before I moved to Waukesha three years ago I lived in 
Brookfield Emerald Drive. And are Neighbors had a golden retriever! Her name was Carmel. She was a extremely 
friendly and a caring dog. Every time I came over to hang out with my friend that lived there I would always get a 
warm welcome along with a few warm  licks. The dog always loved to play. Her favorite game was fetch. I use to 
see Carmel everyday and it was something to look forward to. Each encounter are friendship grew stronger. The 
bond became everlasting Carmel always enjoyed my presence. Are friendship grew immediately. Those  were the 
golden days!  Carmel and I would always play we had a blast each time I came over my neighbors always let me 
feed Carmel  she was very pleased. Carmel was the most friendly dog there was. She always welcomed guest 
including ones she has never seen before. Carmel  always followed me around the house and it was golden 
memories whenever i would eat dinner at there house Carmel would always sit right next to me and wag her tail. 
Caramel was very energetic and had a satisfying smile that made everyone's day. Her eyes gleamed right when I 
walked through the door. Carmel had fur that was incredibly soft. Probably one of the most softest things I have 
ever touched I helped walk Carmel  sometimes and got to babysit her and she was very excited on these little 
occasions! The days started to get shorter and eventually it was time for us to move...  I remember the last day 
with caramel the greatest dog I have ever met and the one I would never forget and always remember . On the 
last day I walked her around the neighborhood with my neighbors and we stayed till sunset and I hugged Carmel  
and Caramel  gave  me a big bright smile. I still remember the last wave. And the last time I looked caramel in the 
eyes it was a very sad day... I still haven't seen her till this day my neighbors moved far away... It still stays in my 
head when I walked away from Carmel the best dog I have ever met... She always left a mark with me...  I will 
never forget the happy memories! Carmel has definantly impacted my life! 
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